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A majority of all used US imports have either been in accidents, been stolen, been flooded,
salvaged and rebuilt and shipped to Europe or are subject to open recalls. For 30 years,
CARFAX has been collecting data on US vehicles from thousands of sources and has helped
millions of used car shoppers reduce their risk of getting stuck with a vehicle that has costly
hidden problems. For more than 30 years, CARFAX has been helping millions of used car
shoppers make better purchase decisions and avoid expensive hidden problems. In addition,
CARFAX has helped used car dealers around the world to build trust with their customers and
sell their American cars with confidence. With more than 14 billion records, CARFAX has built
up its database with the help of its partners and sources, including government offices, law
enforcement agencies, service and repair shops, car dealerships, insurance companies and
many more. In addition to publicly available information, CARFAX has collected information
from many independent reliable sources. Thanks for the service, the price was absolutely worth.
Immediately to the Internet, paid with credit card and in 10 minutes I had the report. Vehicle
imported from California to Lithuania. For some weeks "Babs" is now with us and we have a lot
of fun with the car. Buying Used American Cars? Search by VIN. Instant Access. We offer you
unique vehicle history to help you make better purchase decisions. Trusted by millions of
users. Worldwide market leader. The most popular blog articles How to detect mileage rollback?
Mileage rollback is one of the most occurring types of fraud in the selling process of used cars.
However, there are ways to detect mileage fraud. Even though odometer fraud is difficult to
detect for the untrained eye, it is not an impossible task. Import a car from the USA. There are a
few advantages to buying a American used car. Check the Service History of a Car. How
important is the service history of a car? CARFAX takes a look at these questions and explains
the importance of the service history of a car, as well as where you can find the complete
history of service records. Make a VIN Search. Coronavirus update: New contactless services to
help keep you safe. They were diligent in trying to help me find the right vehicle, and very
patient with my questions. Good job. I talked with one of their salesman, and he was nice and
tried to help, I did not have the ability to go there, and check out his inventory. Shady workers.
Tried to sell us a car that had a broken door. They never did. I contacted dealer with some
questions. The girl the phone was very professional and seemed to know her job. Answered my
questions quickly about the vehicle. I would definitely call back with any other questions. Nice
selection of used vehicles. Nice sales staff very friendly not pushy. Good experience would
recommend them to anyone who is tired of the big dealer hassle. Prompt friendly reply to my
email. Can not commit on any other aspect. I scheduled an appointment and had to wait when I
arrived which is fine. Customer service was subpar. I made an offer request and they did not
respond, except to tell me to call them. Yes or no would have been fine Disappointed they would
not at least acknowledge my offer. They did email me twice, but again, no acknowledgment of
offer. Sales associates responded quickly and answered all of my questions. Everyone was very
nice and worked with me to get the best deal possible! The great service continued after the
sale, and I would recommend Lee Janssen to anyone. The dealership did respond when I used
the car gurus app to contact them. It was when i called them on a follow up, that led me to
believe i would not choose to deal with them. I called and the person who answered the phone
started playing 20 questions as to why i called. Just no. I was excited at first , everything was
going great until the day of my appointment to see cars to buy. Therefore , I waisted my time
and gas. My experience today is zero. Will no longer deal with this company, very disappointed.
Everyone we talked to was professional and helpful, and great to work with. Although the car
wasn't exactly what we were looking for, I would definitely buy from them in the future. They got
back to me, but never sent any pictures? I was told 2 or 3 times that they were going to send
them, but never did. I think that is poor business! I got tired of waiting, so I bought a Truck at a
different dealership. The experience was wonderful the sales team really nice always give me
straight answers. Never got back with pictures. They told me they were gonna wash and detail
the truck and would send me pictures but never sent any. When I emailed them back two days
later the truck was sold. Again, I haven't been there yet and have only chatted with them via
email exchange. They have been very cooperative. I bought a car from scott i was verry happy.
With it i had it for 2 years before some dumb lady totaled it for me im iss my Mercedes c but it
was the best deal for a great car im looking to see him again soon. Good dealership but
inspection of vehicle not done well at all. Brake light came on, knocking noise on the freeway.
Chris was extremely knowledgeable and helpful concerning diesel vehicles, even though i
candidly told him that I was in Portland and could not get down to see the vehicle offered for
sale until I returned to California in July. Consumers anxiously await the Chevrolet Suburban,
which has gone through a complete redesign. The look is rumored to be sleeker, and the ride to
be softer. Chevrolet has added many safety features, creating a cage-like environment
reminiscent of a Volvo. Passengers are surrounded by air bags at all levels, and the vehicle has

many roll-over sensors and preventative measure to protect its cargo and occupants. One such
measure is a slightly different foundation, which sets the vehicle slightly closer to the ground.
We'll help you find great deals among the millions of vehicles available nationwide on
CarGurus, and we'll provide you with dealer reviews and vehicle history for each one. After all,
over 30 million shoppers use CarGurus to find great deals on used cars and new cars in their
area. And when it's time to get rid of your old ride, sell your car simply and securely on
CarGurus. Once you're ready to narrow down your search results, go ahead and filter by price,
mileage, transmission, trim, days on lot, drivetrain, color, engine, options, and deal ratings. And
if you only want to see cars with a single owner, recent price drops, photos, or available
financing , our filters can help with that too. All Years to All Years. Radius 10 mi 25 mi 50 mi 75
mi mi mi mi mi Nationwide. Find Chevrolet Suburban listings in your area Search Coronavirus
update: New contactless services to help keep you safe. Best deals first. CarGurus User. Image
Not Available. Authorized Chevrolet Dealer. Request Information. Read more. Why Use
CarGurus? It's heavier than we'd like and it still doesn't have a fold-flat third row, but the
Chevrolet Suburban is much more refined than the previous truck. If you need a full-size SUV
with maximum capacity, the Suburban is a compelling choice. One of GM's most popular
full-size SUVs, the Chevrolet Suburban debuted back in and has long been an easy go-to choice
for big families seeking a roomy, comfortable vehicle suitable for everyday use and recreation.
The Suburban is essentially a longer version of the Tahoe, with a inch longer wheelbase and an
overall length that, at For , Chevy has completely redesigned the Suburban with the aim of
improving everything that's important in the large SUV segment: power, cabin space,
convenience features and safety equipment. Alongside newer competitors, the
previous-generation Chevy Suburban was increasingly outclassed in its later years, although its
spacious interior made it an easy pick over the Expedition and Sequoia for families who needed
maximum passenger and cargo space. The new Chevrolet Suburban rectifies most of the
model's deficiencies. Interior fit and finish is now excellent as soft-touch materials, tight gap
tolerances and stylish design are present. On the outside, the Suburban's slab-sided exterior
styling is clean, but in profile it looks more Ford than Chevrolet. A major benefit of the new look
is improved aerodynamics as the Suburban slices through the wind nearly as efficiently as
some sporty coupes. Under the skin, the Chevy Suburban is still a traditional body-on-frame
SUV with a solid rear axle. But the chassis' evolution, though subtle, is significant. Chevrolet
says that body stiffness has been increased significantly, and the old front torsion-bar
suspension has been ditched in favor of a suppler coil-spring layout. Recirculating-ball steering
has given way to a more precise rack and pinion system and the ABS-controlled four-wheel disc
brakes are larger and more powerful than they were before. Because of its seating for up to
nine, huge interior and powerful standard V8 engine, we suggest that consumers in need of a
traditional, full-size SUV take a hard look at the Chevrolet Suburban. Other vehicles in this
class, such as the Ford Expedition and Nissan Armada, still offer a few advantages, among
these a fold-flat third-row seat. But overall we think the Suburban is a compelling choice for
those whose passenger and cargo capacity requirements run to the extreme. Most folks should
be happy with the well-stocked LS, which counts a front split bench seat, full power accessories
including six-way driver seat , dual-zone climate control, an MP3-capable CD player and a trip
computer as standard features. The LT-1 adds steering-wheel-mounted audio controls, front
bucket seats with a center console, foglamps and color-keyed exterior trim. The LT-2 adds
leather seating, an in-dash six-disc CD changer, power-adjustable pedals, remote vehicle
starting and rear parking assist. Move up to the LT-3 and these features are added: heated front
seats with way driver adjustment and a Bose audio system with XM Satellite Radio. Setting the
LTZ apart are inch alloy wheels, heated second-row seats, a locking rear differential, power
liftgate, rain-sensing wipers, power-folding second-row seats, a third-row seat and the Autoride
rear air suspension. Many of these features are available on the other trim levels as options.
Other major options for the Suburban include a navigation system, a rearview camera and a
rear-seat DVD entertainment system. Chevrolet offers two V8s for the Suburban. Standard on
the Suburban half-ton is a 5. Equipped with GM's cylinder deactivation technology, this V8
promises improved fuel-efficiency over last year's engine. A four-speed automatic transmission
comes with both power plants. Whether buyers opt for the or models, they have a choice of
either rear- or four-wheel drive. An automatic locking rear differential is optional on all trims
except the LTZ, on which it's standard. Towing capacities range from 8, for the 4WD to 9,
pounds for the 2WD. Four-wheel antilock disc brakes are standard on all Suburbans, as is
stability control, a tire-pressure monitoring system and GM's OnStar emergency
communications system. A three-row side curtain airbag system with a rollover sensor is
standard on the LT-3 and LTZ and optional on all other Suburbans. For such a big truck, the
Chevrolet Suburban is fairly quick and can get to 60 mph in under 9 seconds. However, the 5.

Plus, dipping into the power will quickly pull mileage down to the low teens. There are only so
many ways to trick physics: depending on the model, a Suburban can weigh anywhere from 5,
to 6, pounds. A new suspension with coil-over shocks up front and a five-link setup out back
along with rack and pinion steering make for more composed handling and a smoother ride
than before. But with its hefty curb weight, the Suburban doesn't feel nimble around corners.
Aimed for the horizon on an interstate, there aren't many better cruisers than the '07 Suburban.
The cabin is quiet at speed, and the ride is comfortably controlled over bumps. Those used to
past Suburbans will be pleasantly surprised by the version's high-quality materials, fine fit and
finish and logical control layouts. Depending on how you equip your Suburban, anywhere from
six to nine passengers can be transported, and maximum cargo capacity stands at a substantial
Although the Suburban's second row is available with a power-folding feature, the third-row
seats must still be removed manually to optimize cargo space, and based on our experience,
those seats are heavy and difficult to maneuver. Even with the second seat up there's 90 cubes
still available and nearly 46 with all seats in use. Doing so could save you hundreds or
thousands of dollars. Edmunds also provides consumer-driven dealership sales and service
reviews to help you make informed decisions about what cars to buy and where to buy them.
Simply research the type of car you're interested in and then select a used car from our massive
database to find cheap prew-owned vehicles for sale near you. Once you have identified a used
vehicle you're interested in, check the AutoCheck vehicle history reports, read dealer reviews,
and find out what other owners paid for the Used Chevrolet Suburban. Is it better to lease or buy
a car? Ask most people and they'll probably tell you that car buying is the way to go. And from a
financial perspective, it's true, provided you're willing to make higher monthly payments, pay off
the loan in full and keep the car for a few years. Leasing, on the other hand, can be a less
expensive option on a month-to-month basis. It's also good if you're someone who likes to drive
a new car every three years or so. Check out Chevrolet lease specials Check out Chevrolet
Suburban lease specials. Popular searches. My notifications My Account. Review Features
Save. View Photos. Appraise this car. No fold-flat third-row seat, acceleration can be sluggish
when fully loaded, hefty curb weight dulls handling. Other years. List Price Estimate. ZIP Code.
See all for sale. Edmunds' Expert Review. Vehicle overview. The Chevrolet Suburban is
completely redesigned. Interior materials quality is dramatically improved, and the Suburban
now has cleaner exterior styling, more accurate steering and a bit more power. Read more.
Write a review See all 97 reviews. Ready to leave on 3K mile trip from Saskatchewan Canada to
Disneyland California pulling a 33 foot camper and our Hemi Durango wouldn't start and dealer
had no idea how to fix. Found the Burb 5. Little less power than Hemi but better in everything
else. Wife and 3 kids loved it. Added 1 qt oil in 3K miles, running Mobil 1 synthetic. Drove
through cold and extreme heat, pouring rain, and wind with no problems. Very impressed
overall. Better mileage then the Hemi and larger gas tank much appreciated as some stretches
with minimal fuel service. But really, it is a full size vehicle, so who cares about mileage. Get a
crossover if you want mileage. Read less. Around miles I noticed our suburban started
consuming 1 quart of oil per miles. Over the past 2 years I have had the dealership try various
"fixes" but it still consumes oil. This is becoming a trend with the '07 suburban as others are
experiencing the same problem. My vehicle will be at the dealership for a week for the next
round of exploratory surgery on the engine. Hopefully they can find a fix as I am running out of
powertrain warranty in a few months. The first 2 years with this vehicle we had repeated
electrical problems with battery discharge. GM found a fix for that. I have had a , and now
Suburban. It's like a Harley and motorcycles, everything else is not a Suburban. Roomy, fresh,
with many nice features. Decided to move up to a large SUV to accomodate our growing family
and have been very pleased. We have an LT3 trim level vehicle with most of the options
sunroof, Nav radio, rear DVD, power liftgate, rear camera, heated seats white with the tan
interior. Rides and handles great on road, not much off road use yet. Front and 2nd row bench
seats are reasonably comfortable. Vehicle has some nice touches. For example, dome lamp
override keeps the lights off to offload sleeping kids at night, the remote vehicle start during
cold weather turns on the seat heaters. Exterior style nicer than it's Yukon XL cousin. See all 97
reviews of the Used Chevrolet Suburban. Write a review. Frontal Barrier Crash Rating. Dynamic
Test Result No Tip. Risk Of Rollover Not Rated. See full safety scores. People who viewed this
also viewed 3. Sponsored cars related to the Suburban. Sign Up. Make Model Year. Price and
Payment. Vehicle History. Engine and Drivetrain. Vehicle Listing Details. We are excited to offer
this Chevrolet Suburban. This gently driven vehicle has been well-kept and still has the
showroom shine. This is one of those rare vehicles that comes along for just a brief moment.
More information about the Chevrolet Suburban: The Chevrolet Tahoe and Suburban both offer
excellent cargo and towing capacity, with the Suburban rated to pull as much as 9, pounds. A
new active fuel management system helps mitigate fuel economy issues associated with the big

V8 engine, and an optional third-row seat can expand passenger-carrying capacity to nine. The
new frame-up redesign for makes the Tahoe and Suburban more powerful, efficient, and better
looking than ever before. Interesting features of this model are Capacious cargo space, room
for nine, and comfy rough-road capability. Powered by a reliable 5. All the power and
performance you need is here in our Rear Wheel Drive SUV that can seat the whole crew
comfortably while securing up to 18mpg on the highway. The exterior is enhanced by polished
inch wheels, chrome accents, roof rails, and running boards. Inside our LT, you will find the
luxury features you demand. Enjoy peace of mind knowing our Chevrolet provides four-wheel
ABS, an army of airbags, LATCH for child seats, StabiliTrak with proactive roll avoidance, tire
pressure monitoring, and daytime running lights to keep you out of harm's way. Load up
everyone and head on your next adventure in this versatile Suburban LT! Print this page and
call us Now Anywhere on the planet, you will have hundreds of digital stations to choose from.
This Chevrolet Suburban has satellite radio capabilities. Protect it from unwanted accidents
with a cutting edge backup camera system. This model has four wheel drive capabilities. This
unit is outfitted with an OnStar communication system. This Chevrolet Suburban has an
automatic transmission that includes a manual shifting mode. This unit is equipped with front
side curtain airbags. Front and rear side curtain airbags are included on it. This Chevrolet
Suburban can run on either gasoline or E85 fuel. Equipment listed is based on original vehicle
build. Please confirm the accuracy of the included equipment by calling the dealer prior to
purchase. Best In Market pricing Check out trim, options and conditions Transmission Issues.
Mechanics Special! All Dressed, Four Wheel Drive, 5. We will provide you with the best vehicle
experience possible. Your complete satisfaction is our 1 priority. We're located conveniently in
Shakopee, MN. Stop in for a visit or call us at Service at Shakopee Chevrolet is so easy. This will
make a great ice fishing vehicle with plenty of cargo seats, 2nd and 3rd row seating that folds
flat if need be. Leather interior, heated seats, and much more! For more information contact Mo
Kraft at All the power and performance you need is here in our Four Wheel Drive SUV that can
seat the whole crew comfortably while securing up to 18mpg on the highway. The exterior is
enhanced by alloy wheels, chrome accents, roof rails, and running boards. Inside our LTZ, you
will find luxury features you demand. Enjoy comfortable leather seats, a large sunroof, premium
audio system, as well as keyless entry, and power windows and locks. Enjoy peace of mind
knowing our Chevrolet provides 4 wheel ABS, an army of airbags and daytime running lights to
keep you out of harm's way. Load up everyone and head on your next adventure in this great
Suburban LTZ! If you have income we have options!!! Whether you want to be entertained or
informed to laugh think or sing XM has the perfect channel for you-coast-to-coast and in
digital-quality sound. All fees and programming subject to change. Subscription subject to
customer agreement. For more information visit gm. Over the past twenty years, the business
has grown into the Piedmont Triads 1 used car dealership. Make your move before it's too late
schedule a test drive today! Odometer is miles below market average! For that unequaled
hometown buying experience, stop in to see our inventory of vehicles, or call us today at for
more information. LT trim. Our unmatched service and diverse Cadillac inventory have set us
apart as the preferred dealer in Portland. Visit us today to discover why we have the best
reputation in the Portland area. Price does not include a charge for 0. The exterior is enhanced
by alloy wheels chrome accents roof rails and running boards. Inside our LT you will find luxury
features you demand. Enjoy comfortable seating throughout a premium audio system as well as
keyless entry and power windows and locks. Enjoy peace of mind knowing our Chevrolet
provides 4 wheel ABS an army of airbags and daytime running lights to keep you out of harm's
way. Load up everyone and head on your next adventure in this great Suburban LT! Thanks for
choosing Manhattan Motors. Buyers enjoy our laid back approach. No test drive routes or
high-pressure salesmen. Our focus is to offer all of the information you need to help make the
best decision for your family or business. Each one of our vehicles undergoes a point vehicle
inspection by Burnett Automotive Manhattan's 1 Auto Service Facility. This Chevrolet Suburban
is reliable and stylish. It will ease your mind knowing you are making a great investment. Every
major mechanical system has been inspected and found to be in good working order. Buy from
us with full confidence. We are only minutes away from Estero, stop by and visit us today. It
comes with a 8 Cylinder engine. Complete with a timeless gray exterior and an ebony interior,
this vehicle is in high demand. This safe and reliable SUV has a crash test rating of 4 out of 5
stars! Call or visit to talk with one of our vehicle specialists today! Tapp motors has been in
business for over 70 years and look forward to helping you. Popular searches. My notifications
My Account. Save Search. Enter your ZIP code to show only relevant vehicles for sale nearby.
Search radius. Home delivery available. Only show local listings. Year s. Price and
2001 dodge neon starter
2000 bmw 325i convertible

wiring diagram remote car starter

Payment Loan Price. Engine and Drivetrain Transmission Automatic 3, Cylinders 8 cylinders 3,
Fuel Economy. Vehicle Listing Details Recently added listings. Listings with recent price drops.
No accidents. Price Drop. Title issue. Know The Deal. Not provided. Showing 1 - 18 out of 3,
listings. Overall Consumer Rating. Ready to leave on 3K mile trip from Saskatchewan Canada to
Disneyland California pulling a 33 foot camper and our Hemi Durango wouldn't start and dealer
had no idea how to fix. Found the Burb 5. Little less power than Hemi but better in everything
else. Wife and 3 kids loved it. Added 1 qt oil in 3K miles, running Mobil 1 synthetic. Drove
through cold and extreme heat, pouring rain, and wind with no problems. Very impressed
overall. Better mileage then the Hemi and larger gas tank much appreciated as some stretches
with minimal fuel service. But really, it is a full size vehicle, so who cares about mileage. Get a
crossover if you want mileage. Read more. Read less. Sign Up.

